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Hoopla Education is an Early Years Education company 

specialized in nature-inspired, Project Based Learning (PBL). 

Our projects fully engage even the youngest learners, as 

we adopt a multi-sensory approach to acquiring knowledge 

through observation, manipulation and experimentation of the 

Natural World.

For more information visit

www.hooplaeducation.com.

Mission
Hoopla Education was born from the need to have a 

more cohesive and integrated approach to learning, that 

allows children to combine their understanding through 

experimentation and manipulation of the Natural World. 

Through our unique approach we have perfected the 

art of science and the science of art, providing the fi rst 

comprehensive applied S.T.E.A.M. framework for preschoolers!



Pedagogy
Hoopla Education applies a S.T.E.A.M. framework with a 

Project Based Learning (PBL) approach to learning. PBL 

is a dynamic classroom approach in which children gain 

knowledge and skills by working for an extended period of 

time to investigate and respond to an engaging question. 

Inspired by leading child-focused pedagogies, kids are placed 

at the center of the learning process. Our standard-based 

teacher resources fully support its implementation, whilst 

meeting your curriculum goals.



The Garden Project is a first-of-its-kind applies an early years 

S.T.E.A.M. framework by combining Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts and Math activities in a context that children 

in the early years can easily grasp. Nature is used an authentic 

purpose of learning to facilitate real-world ways for children 

to learn, problem solve, develop communication skills with a 

strong sense of aesthetic value.

The Garden Project, now running in 16 countries across 

60 preschools in 4 continents, to deliver a unique learning 

experience. Implemented via face-to-face or virtual training, 

educators are taught hands-on creative best practices to bring 

learning to life. 

The Garden Project, aligned with key educational standards, 

folds all Curriculum needs into one holistic project and:

•	 Prepares children for 21st century learning with real world ways

•	 Meets key development goals whilst developing intrinsic values

•	 Delivers cultural learning through a worldwide community of 
children and educators

•	 Develops creativity through critical thinking across disciplines

Learn more by visiting www.hooplaeducation.com/gardenproject 

The Garden 
Project



“It’s been a really 
new and enriching 

experience for 
everyone since we’ve 
never taught using 
all our languages 

integrated this way”

says Gloria Ho,
head teacher of Tivoli International 

Kindergarten, Hong Kong



Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead
S.T.E.A.M. stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts 

and Math and represents the interrelatedness of subjects as 

well as its application to the real world. 

Our teacher guides and online material show you how to use 

nature as an ever-changing set of resources. Every activity is 

clearly highlighted with a Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Arts and/or Math icon so that educators know which subjects 

are being covered in every lesson plan. 

Students’ performance is documented through meaningful 

writing and journaling with our S.T.E.A.M. journals. Children 

employ meaningful writing and journaling thanks to the 

journaling prompts based on their abilities and apply creative 

talents with their own illustrations. Journals are available in 3 

age groups: 3-4, 4-5 and 5-6 year olds.

S.T.E.A.M.
SCIENCE	• TECHNOLOGY	•	ENGINEERING	•	ARTS	•	MATH



Once a teacher,
always a student

Professional Learning
A good learning environment starts with a good teacher. This 

is why Hoopla Education has developed a series of creative 

workshops, curated by experts with unique backgrounds, 

to empower early years practitioners with hands-on creative 

strategies needed to make the classroom enriching! 



Activities that are nature 
inspired and documented on 

age-appropriate journals



Teaching in a
Global Classroom
There is nothing more interesting to a child 

than another child ‘s story. This is why we have 

developed The Global Classroom -

https://hooplaglobalclassroom.com
- a platform for children and educators from 

different parts of the world to share their 

stories and investigations with children far and 

wide, so that learning can occur on a global 

scale!





Implement The Garden Project with our complete classroom 

pack, which includes:

•	 S.T.E.A.M. journals for meaningful writing and journaling (20)

•	 Teacher Guides (2)

•	 Teacher access to our online teacher training (2) 

•	 The Vegetable Plot CDs (2) 

•	 Implementation poster (2)

Journals are available in 3 levels: 3-4, 4-5 and 5-6 year olds and 

can be customized with your school logo + name.can be customized with your school logo + name.
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